888 17th St., NW
11th Floor
Washington, DC 20006
16 July 2019
Ms. Jane “Lucy” Leu
U.S. Small Business Administration
Procurement Center Representative
Office of Government Contracting
330 North Brand Blvd., Suite 1200
Glendale, CA 91203
Re: NAVFAC SW Procurement Strategy – N6247319R3001: Environmental Multiple Award Contract for
Remediation of Various Radiological Contaminants at Various Navy and Marine Corps Installations in the
NAVFAC SW and NAVFAC LANT AOR, RADMAC III
Dear: Ms. Leu:
The members of the Small Environmental Business Action Coalition (www.SEBAC.org) wish to introduce
ourselves and express our concerns regarding the above referenced procurement. Nationally SEBAC
represents the majority by market share of environmental remediation businesses under the NAICS
code 562910.
SEBAC offers a combined industry voice for small businesses many of which are fully capable of meeting
the Navy’s requirements for this procurement. The Navy has historically and is currently contracting
with the small and small disadvantaged business community to support cleanup efforts including work
under numerous NAVFAC similar IDIQ contracts in for Pacific, Southwest and Atlantic s. Further our
members and other Small Business 562910 firms hold some of the largest by dollar value radiological
remediation contract for the US Army Corps of Engineers and the Department of Energy. Applying the
Rule of Two to this planned acquisition would clearly show a number of highly capable firms within the
SB community to support the subject solicitation.
SEBAC is asking that the SBA weigh in on the Navy’s deliberations relative to this procurement strategy,
as this contract is ideally suited for a total Small Business Set-Aside under the SBA Rule of Two. A review
of the Federal Procurement Data System (FPDS) NextGen, of recent and ongoing US Army Corps of
Engineers, Department of Energy and NAVFAC contract awards and task orders issued under these
contracts will demonstrate a capable pool of contractors to support this effort.
Thank you for your consideration to make the RADMAC III a total Small Business Set Aside. Please do
not hesitate to contact the undersigned if I can provide any additional information on SEBAC and our
members.
Sincerely,

John M. Dwyer
President
404-601-6901 – jdwyer@kemron.com

